I AM Shakti!
~ An Energy Circle for Women

Shakti is divine feminine creative power, sometimes referred to
as 'The Great Divine Mother.' On the earthly plane, shakti power
is majorly expressed through female embodiment, creativity, and
fertility. Not only is Shakti responsible for creation, it is also the
agent of all change. Shakti represents our cosmic existence and
the liberating power that we as women innately possess and can
offer to the world.
Your Power is your Grace, Presence, Beauty, Compassion, Intuition, Creativity..
Your Divine Feminine Spirit...
Arise Shakti! Link arms and hearts with your sisters!
Express yourself as the true, creative and liberating spirit you came here to
be. Know you are supported as you speak your Truth!
Circle is a multifaceted and multidimensional experience that offers an
opportunity to speak from your heart and to also have a deep inner journey
as we explore other realms, guided by our Higher Wisdom and Spirit.

Friday,
Jan. 17, 2014
7pm-9:30pm
Every 3rd Friday
Please RSVP
Register by 5pm on 1/16, the
day before the Event.
Space is limited.
No Walk-ins.

Go to:
www.theyogitree.com
Energy Exchange:
$25 /person

Sign-up now! Please pre-register by Thurs, 1/16 as space is
limited. No walk-ins. RSVP at www.theyogitree.com

___________________________________________________
About Your Sister Guide - Liza F. Camba (Sat-Akal) is a dedicated teacher, healer, modern day
priestess, and coach for sacred livelihood. Sat-Akal leads workshops related to right relationship,
right livelihood, creative consciousness, and self-empowerment. Circle work is one of Sat-Akal’s
most favorite gatherings as she enjoys supporting the truth, expansion, and conscious community
being created through this sacred space. Sat-Akal is committed to supporting the expansion of love
and creative brilliance. She is committed to creating a world that works for everyone.

For more info, go to www.artfullivingmovement.com www.moderndaybabaylan.com

The Yogi Tree Center For Growth
4475 Vineland Ave,
North Hollywood, 91602

